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- Lecture title （講演題目）: DNA : From biological roles to nanotechnology
（in Japanese）
- Lecture summary （講演概要）: Please summary your lecture 200-500 words.

DNA : Behind this only 3 letters is hidden one of the most interesting molecule of the
world. Some people call it Deoxyribonucleic Acid, others just qualify it to be the “molecule
of life”. Anyway, this biomolecule possesses properties that had led in fine to its selection
by living organisms as the support of the all the genetic information and of heredity. From
prokaryotes (bacteria) to eukaryotes (plants, animals), DNA encodes the whole guideline
for the proper functioning of the cellular machinery and preserves organisms survival and
reproduction.
During this lecture, I will first expose the architecture of the DNA biopolymer, from its
chemical structure to its condensation (compaction) into chromosomes. Then, we will
tackle the biological relevance of DNA: First as the support of information thanks to the
transcription (messenger RNA synthesis from DNA) and translation (protein synthesis from
messenger RNA) processes; secondly as the support of heredity through the mitosis arising
from cellular division and meiosis implicated in gametes production.
In the second part of the presentation, we will see how DNA properties allow its using in
the world of nanotechnology, for nearly a quarter century. The molecular recognition of
DNA strands (i.e. the specific hybridization of a particular sequence to the matching
complementary one) is the most important characteristic exploited in DNA
nanotechnology. DNA structural assembling, molecular motors, DNA computing are few
scientific fields in which this versatile molecule is involved : From synthetic and natural
DNA, scientists have built various structures, from the simplest 2D organization to the
most complex 3D objects. The reversible and dynamic hybridization process of 2 or more
DNA strands allowed the construction of diverse nanomachines such as DNA tweezer,
walker,… Moreover, DNA is by essence information, encoded in the sequence by the
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succession of the 4 deoxynucleotides named A, C, T and G. From this fact, DNA is
presented for several decades as an alternative to the classical silicon-made computing
technologies for the storage and the processing of information.
In my laboratory from the University of Tokyo, we work on molecular programming, that’s
means how to use DNA to construct molecular networks that adopt a particular behavior
depending on external conditions and intrinsic properties. Information is contained in
short DNA strands (oligonucleotides) and is processed by few enzymes that polymerize,
cut or degrade these oligonucleotides. The behaviors adopted by a particular network can
serve as a model to understand natural phenomena such as cellular reaction networks
(gene activation/inactivation, regulation), immune system or ecosystem functioning.

- Language used （使用言語）:

English

- Lecture format （講演形式）:
◆Lecture time （講演時間）

70

min （分）, Q&A time （質疑応答時間）

15

min （分）

◆Lecture style（ex.: used projector, conducted experiments）
（講演方法 （例：プロジェクター使用による講演、実験・実習の有無など））

20 minutes lectures with powerpoint support, 30 min experiment (extraction of DNA
from banana
◆Interpretation（ex.: assistance by accompanied person, provided Japanese explanation by
yourself） （通訳 （例：同行者によるサポート、講師本人による日本語説明））
English was OK since students where very proficient in english
◆Name and title of accompanied person （同行者 職・氏名）
None
◆Other note worthy information （その他特筆すべき事項）:

- Impressions and opinions from accompanied person （同行者の方から、本事業に対する意見・感想等
がありましたら、お願いいたします。）:

